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SBA election to begin tomorrow

Law students to vote for their six Class Directors

by Evan Baranoff, Editor-in-Chief
A plethora of first-years anda
scarcity of second- and third-year
students are running for 18 Student
Bar Association ClassDirector seats
in this year's electionwhich begins
tomorrow.

Law students canvote for their
Class Directors tomorrow, Sept. 21
andThursday, Sept. 22 from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. outside the law library. Six
Class Directors will be elected by
eachcl assto serve on theSBABoard
ofDirectors.
Class Directors represent the
students' interests on issues affecting thelaw school, according to Student Bar Association President Ben
Dwyer.
Students can vote for up to six
candidates in their respective class.
Students can choose from thelist of
official candidates and/or mayalso

write in candidates. Students may
vote for fewer thansix candidates if
theywish, butballots containing more
than six votes will be invalidated.
First-year law students can
choosefrom a list of 15official candidates. Running for first-year class
directors are Kirn Babat, Mike
Fruchter, Jim Gerlach, George J.
Hamboussi, Caroline Hooper, Katie
Lee, David S. Leone, Mercedes
Lindao, Gil Michel-Garcia,
Catherine Nugent, Eric C. Ragot,
Veronica Rodriguez, Scan James
Shannon, Tom Trbovich, and Jennifer Vick. Dwyersaidthatthenumber
of first-yearsrunning for class director is probably the largest amount in

SBAhistory.
The two official candidatesfor
second-year class director areSandy
Fazili and John L Leifert.
The two official candidatesfor

third-year class director are Nancy
E. Stroud and RobKitson.
According to Dwyer, the reason only four upper divisi onstudents
are running for Class Director seats
is because of theincreasedwork load
thatsecond- andthird-yearsface and
also because of the internal problems that the SBA experienced last

year.
In an effort to make the SBA
more efficient, Dwyersaid this year's
Board of Directors will meet once
every two weeks, instead of last
year's weekly meeting. He said the
off weeks will be usedto hammer out
proposals which will be voted on at
the next meeting.
ACandidates' Forum will take
place today at 3:30p.m. in room 109,
where candidates.will discuss their
platforms andanswer questions from
students in attendance.
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Third-Year Candidates:
Nanc>' E. Stroud

Coast Guardofficials said they still have
body of UB Law student Joe
Antonecchia, who was presumed drowned in
not found the

Phot

by

John

Gasper
TheStudentBarAssociation is currently wrestling withthechoice ofrenovating theold
student lounge on thefirstfloor ofO'Brian, seen above, or perhapsrelocating the lounge to
an area lessfrequentedby undergraduate traffic. In either case, SBA PresidentBen Dwyer
said theSBA will haveabout $1,000 to work with. The money will most likely be spent on
the purchase ofnew, more comfortablefurniture andpainting supplies, he said.

Rob Kitson

an accident inLake Erie last February. However, theCoast Guard confirmedthat thebodies of the two UB Law alumni, Joanne Fuchs
and Ruth Ritchell, who had accompanied
Antonecchia to thelake, havebeenrecovered.
Trie bodies ofboth women, which were
found over summer break, were taken to the
Regional Coroner's Office in St. Catherine's,
Ontario, where forensic examinations determined the cause of death to be "exposure and

drowning."
The three friends were reported missing
last February when Ritchell and Fuchs failed
to report to work after their weekend trip to a
cabin near Lake Erie.
Officials foundAntonecchia's carparked
in the Hamburg beach area along Lake Erie.

Another car, belonging to one of the women,
was found ontheother sideof the lake, near Fort
Erie.
After an extensive search involving Coast
Guard unitsfromBuffalo and nearby bases, it
was presumed the three drowned while attempting to walk across the frozen lake to the
Canadian side.The search wascalled offafter
several days ofsearching with no encouraging
results, and has never been resumed.
SergeantBob Ciupa, public affairs officer of the Niagara Regional Police in Fort Erie,
Ontario, confirmed that the bodies of Ruth
Ritchell and JoanneFuchs hadbeen found and
identified.
Ritchell's body was found May 31 by
Niagara Regional Police in the area ofNiagara
Blvd. and Lewis Street along the Fort Erielake
front.
Fuchs' body was found by the Niagara
Parks Police in the upper Niagara River at the
southern endof Navy Island on July 2.

Make-up of incoming class reflects UB's goal of diversity
What does the freshman class
look like this year? The answer:
smaller than last year, with more
women and approximately thesame
medianLSAT and GPA scores.
The class of 1997 consists of
248studentsfrom 104different graduate and undergraduate institutions.
Thenumber ofwomen students rose
to 133,11 morethanlastyear'sclass.
Last year's freshman class size was
269, due to an increase in "enrollment targets" mandated by SUNY
Central.
LSAT and GPA medians re-

I

Second-Year Candidates:

byPeterZummo,>, Managing Editor

mained relatively consistent at 156
and 3.22respectively, ascan be seen
from thechart below.
There are students from 10
states outside of New York. This is
consistent with the school's policy
of actively seeking out-of-state students. According to Aundra C.
Newell, associate dean for student
services, out-of-state recruitment is
important because it helps accomplish two general goals: First, it increases the diversity in the student
population; and second, it enhances
the national recognition of the law
school.
Diversity in the law school

I

2 confirmed dead, 1 still missing
in last February's lake accident

Languishing over the lounge

byPeterZummo,tManaging Editor

■

community is important, said in other areas of the country, they
"plant the seeds for a strong alumni
Newell, because it enhances a student's ability to "see thewhole picbase throughout the country. This
tureand to recognize andconsiderall can have a beneficial effect by makfacets of a given situation before ing the employment scene evenmore
taking action." In addition, diversity will hopefully lead to an "increased awareness of, sensitivity to
and appreciation of the differences
and similarities between all members of the community."
As to diversity enhancing the
by
national visibility ofUB Law, Newell
said she sees long-term benefits in
attracting studentsfrom out of state.
As many of these students return to
theirhome states, or go on to careers

Beadle

Pet r

graphic

Computer

receptive to future UB Law graduates."
In addition to geographical diversity, NewellsaidUBLaw strives
SeeCLASS on page 3
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PIEPER BAR REVIEW WANTS YOU T0...

Be a
Winner!

I
I
■

I

I

ALL IST. 2ND OR 3RD YEARS:

I

Pieper NY-Multistate Bar Review is looking
for a few good persons to be representatives at your
law school. If you're at all interested, give us a call.

I
I
I

CALL 1-800-635-6569

I

I

Work on earning a free Bar Review course.

I

I

COME JOIN THE PIEPER TEAM!!!

I
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Tabling Day canceled

,

byJoseph BttMidlvnt, iNewsEttiior
jf you
! what happened to Tabling Day, winch was
scheduledfarlastWednesday.yqu
weren't theonly one.
,;Sv
:iori leaders

:

who had plannedon manning tables
am ved at theSBA office Wednesday morning only to be to(4 that
Tabling Day had been postponed
SBA.P*
olddisthat
Tabling
appointed students
Day would be rescheduled for this
week However. Dwyer is now
<atiOns
inform
thai there will he no Tabling Day.
'he uni.A

versity v

■■

» «!

up with

Dwyer stated that, while there
will be no. full Tabling Day as
plamied, student organizations will
ctzetht

Taw school.

Student groups will be able to use
thethree tables currently in thelaw
school to recruit new members.
Instead ot all groups tabling
on I he same day as planned. guiups
will lake turns using the tables

which v

rst floor

corridor. In thisway,student groups
wiilstil
pitethe
university's failure to deliver jll
the necessary tables, Dwyer said.
Heads of student groups should stop
out the
byibe

which ■ details.
anyta!
rience,
was the reason Tabling Day was
'd two
Dwyer
unti
week.
I ihts
postponed
■
things: "Never assume compeHowever, Dwyer's repeated atafs un- tence on the part of the University
tempts i
i
sutces
tiriaJs Facilities office and always give
i
informed him that there were no lots and lots of lead time before
-it
planning events with the universitables
ty." He also added that if he had
Dwyersaidhe.plumed Univerknown
what was going to happen,
to
reftsity
■
he would have begun planning the
serve'
:. &
r.
:<!>:•:€?;<
cotdingtohtm,anofficialtoldhlm event!
Dwyer said he was sorry thai
thaihe needed to reserve tables two
weeks in advance, however, when theevent didn't work out,but promlatever
he tried to reserve tables foi a dale ises th
student
as told it can t
two we.. '•
ity"s9ota- organizations will have an opportuthatnon. 1 'he unt\

•
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slated for Oct. 8
Community
Day
;

by John Federice, Asst. NewsEditor
The Student Bar Association
will be holding itsfirst ever UBLaw
Community Service Day Saturday,
Oct. 8, according to SBA President
Ben Dwyer.
Dwyer saidhe hopes at least 50
students will volunteer for the oneday project which will start early on
Saturday morning and continueuntil
mid-afternoon. He said he hopes
Community Day will become an
annual event.
"This project is aimed at the
large number of students who truly
want to getout andhelp, but are never

confronted with the opportunity,"

Dwyer said.
Volunteers will be assisting a
Habitat for Humanity project on
Buffalo's Eastside. Students will be
performing relatively simple tasks
such as paint stripping, dry walling
and cleaning, in an effort to helpfix
up housing for low-incomefamilies.
Dwyer said theSBA is promoting Community Service Day in an
effort to get law students involved in
the Buffalo community. He saidhe
hopes the project will help promote
UB Law's public service ethic and
improve the image oflaw students.

Dwyer also said he hopes tl
project will act as a catalyst to pi
mote more community volur:
activity by law students.
Forfirst-year law students w
wish to participate in a school act
ity, but are afraidof time constn
Community Day couldbethe pc
outlet, Dwyer said.
CommunityService Day could
be a great way to meet other lavstudents as well as members of the
Buffalocommunity, headded. Any
one interestedinvolunteering should
contact Dwyer or stop by the SBA
office during the day.

Alan Carrel appointed vice dean
byJoseph Broadbent, News Editor
Associate Dean Alan Carrel
was appointed vice dean for law
schooladministration on Sept. 7.
Carrel's new position wi 11 give
him authority over non-academic
matters such as student services,
space allocation, personnel matters,
and student disciplinary problems
and will allow him theopportunity to
represent thelaw school beforeuniversity officials on such matters as
finances and facilities.
Carrel, who servedas associate
dean in thelaw schoolfor the past 16
years, said he is eager to become
more actively involved in "helping
the administration to work closely

withthe students and faculty to make
the law school as strong as possible."
Anotherof Carrel's goals is to
help the law school obtain funding
and resources from the state, alumni
andtheßuffalocommunity. Carrel
said he believes that the new law
school curriculum will be a "tremendous additionto the lawschool"
and will enable the law school to
obtain some of those resources.
During his 16 years with the
law school, Carrel saidhe hasbeen
impressed with the quality of the
administration, the faculty, the support staff, andthestudent body, all of
which help to enhance thelawschool

and how it is regarded by the legal
community.
Carrel saidhe wants to dowhai
ever he can to help thelaw school gei
all of O'Brian Hall back as soon as
possible as well as repair the damage
to the building which has been the
result of age and overuse, which he
feels will make the law school a
"better and more useful place" for
everyone.
He saidhe sees his new role as
one of "helper and facilitator" and
wants to focus on the law school's
positive aspects as well as be able to
deal with any problems that may
arise.

Is the push to move the law school downtown futile?
by MichaelKuzma, Reporter
Some members of the Buffalo Common
Councilcontinue to push for thelaw school to
move downtown; however, UB officials remain firm in their opposition to any move.
"The law school ought to be downtown
because that is where the action is," said
Buffalo Common Council Member David A.
Franczyk.
On February8 theB uffaloCom mon Council passedßesolution 179 urging UB officials
to consider returning thelaw school downtown.
However, according to the Buffalo Common
Council office, no action has been taken onthe
resolution since it was adopted seven months
ago. In spite of this inactivity, three council

members, Franczyk, Eugene Fahey, andKevin
Heifer, continue to support effortsto move the
law school downtown.
As Erie County legislatorsplan the construction of a new county courthouse, which
was mandatedby New York state in order to
replace the courthouse's antiquated facilities,
discussionshave again started to surfaceabout
the possibility of moving thelawschool downtown as part of this development.
Erie County Legislator Joan K. Bozer,
whohas taken a leading role inthe planning of
the new county courthouse, said that as many
law school functions as possible ought to be
brought downtown.
"Law school officials shouldbe heavily

involved in the planning of the new court
building," Bozer said. She added that a downtown location wouldbe "great" and "would
expose students to the courts."
Bozer said any such facility should at
leastcontain space for studentclinics and the
like.

"There is nothing more to be
said on the issue; it's closed."
unidentified UB official

—

Many in theBuffalobusiness community
agree that thelaw school should move downtown.

RichardT. Reinhard, executive director
ofBuffaloPlace, a downtownbusiness organi-

Red Cross disappointed with turnout from law students
by Peter W. Beadle, Reporter
The Red Cross' first law school blood
drive of the year held yesterday received disappointingsupport from law students, according to a Red Cross representative.
After stuffing 800 law school mailboxes
with fliers asking people to register for the
blood drive, the organizers of the drive said
they received only 11 responses. Red Cross
Representative Maria Turner said although
they came close to reaching their goal of 60
donors, only 25 of those donating blood were
law students.
"It's essential that people take the time
to donate blood," Turner said."One hospital
patient every 20 seconds needs blood, and if
you ever need blood it shouldbe realized that
it comes from volunteers. Yourbloodmay even
be used for another law student."
The Red Cross blood drive, which took
placeyesterday from 10:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
theStudent Union room 145 B&E, was sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta and was thefirst of
several drivesthat are being piarmed by the Red
Cross, PAD, and theSBA.
SBA Treasurer Elizabeth Jewett, who

Probing, timely,
controversial, beer...
Join The Opinion!
645-2147

donating blood. Doing so, "gives us a better
ideaofwhat to expect,provides for a smoother
operation, makes it easier to plan staff and
supply requirements, and most importantly
shortensthewait one can expect when donating blood," Turner said.
Law students participating in the drive
said they felt it was important to donate their
blood.
"It' s importantand a part of ourcommunity responsibility," Jewettsaid. "If you can
donate you should, because you may need it
yourself."
Second-year law student, Brian Melber,
who is a regular donor, said that he felt "its
necessary," and that, "everybody ought to give
blood."
BrianMelber, 2L, gavebloodat yesterday'sdrive.

donatedblood yesterday, saidthattheSBAand
PAD will be working together to make future
drives more convenient for law students. She
said one ideabeing workedon is to bring drives
right into thelaw school building.
Turner said thatstudents shouldtake the
opportunity to make appointments prior to

Class, continuedfrompage

If you are interested indonating blood or
wouldlike more information on howand where
you can donate blood contact the American
RedCross Headquarters at 886-75000r Turner
at 681-4895. For informationregarding future
law school blood drives, you can also get in
touchwithJenniferEnglert, box #383, whois
the Red Cross' law school liaison.

one

through its admissions policies to achieve a
broad spectrum of students, including 30 percent "non-traditional" students and 20 percent minority group students.
She said UB admissions goals seek to
admit a group of students who will "excel in

this academic environment, make positive
contributions to the law school community,
and show an indication of making significant
contributions to the legal profession."
additional reporting by Karen A.M.
Bailey andEvanBaranoff.

—

zation,said"A downtownlaw school wouldbe
good. Thebusiness community supports such
a move."
Reinhard indicated that discussions on
bringing thelaw school downtownhavebeen
very preliminary in nature. To date, he said
therehave been no meetings with UB officials,
nor have therebeen any public meetings on this
issue.
UB administratorscontinue to reject any
possibility of moving the law school downtown.

"Thereis no story," said an official in UB
PresidentWilliam R. Greiner's office, whodid
not wish to be identified. "There is nothing
more to be said on the issue; it's closed."

International exchange
program announced
with Polish students
by Joseph Broadbent, News Editor
UBLaw School recently announced
that lOlawstudentswillbegivenan opportunity to participate in a joint research and
exchange program with law students at
Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland during the 1994-1995 academic year.
These students will spend thelast 10
days in October working inKrakow with
10 Polish students researching a project
concerningminorityrights. Both groups of
students will communicate via E-mail
from November until April, when the 10
Polish students will visit ÜB. At the
conclusion of the project Buffalo students
will be graded on their work and recieve
three credits for the spring semester. Airfare and living expenses will be borne by
ÜB.

In order to participate, interested
students must have taken or currently be
taking the international humanrights law
course. A commitment to human rights
issues will also be a positive but not a
determinative factor.
An informational meeting about the
program will be held at 6 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 20, in Room 545. Additional information about the requirements and application procedures can be obtained from
Dawn Fenneman in Room 408.

—

—
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EDITORIAL:

Don't let SBA waste money on its newsletter
Some of you might remember receiving something called a Student Bar
Association newsletter on Sept. 1. For those of you who don't, it's just as well;
butfor those that do, you know it asked students what they think. Well, here's
what we think.
The newsletter, which was unsigned, said it will publish the scheduled events
oflaw groupsand provide students with a copy ofthe m mutes forSB A meetings,
parties, etc.
This first goal is an admirable one, although not an original idea. The
Opinion publishes the meetings and events oflaw groups on the Docket.
We not only encourage all law groups to use the Docket, we urge them to
advertise their activities, eventsand meetings there sothat interested students can
go to them. We hope ournew Docket format willmake it easier forstudents to
discoverall the wonderful events sponsored by our law organizations.
As to the newsletter's second goal, we take personal exception.
First ofall, no one - at least anyone concerned with time management will
wantto read the minutes of SB A meetings. And people who docan justrequest
them from their SBA rep. as they are entitled to do under the Freedom of
Information Law.
Secondly, The Opinion provides news coverage ofSB A meetings for those
students who do not have time to attend the meetings or to drudge through the
minutes.
Unlike the "coverage" can you say propaganda you're likely to read
about in the SBA's newsletter, our news coverage will be comprehensive,
objective and concise.
At an organizational leaders meeting, Emilia Chernyavsky, who wasappointed to produce the newsletter, andSßATreasurer Elizabeth Jewett suggested
that, in the past, The Opinion's news coverage of the SBA was virtually nonexistent.This isabsolutely untrue.
First ofall, the SBAdid virtuallynothing last year exceptto try and impeach
each other. However, The Opinion provided comprehensive, front-page coverage
ofthe investigation committee's findings and recall proceedings.
But even, for argument's sake, if we were lax in our coverage last year,
should webe condemned this year for the acts oflast year's E-Board? If this is
so, the SBA should be dissolved for last year's atrocious behavior.
Anyway, we have alwayscovered SBA meetings and events andthis year will
be no exception. In fact, in the paper wehave a preview ofthe SBA Community
Day — a greatidea, by the way — and coverage ofSBA class directorelections.
We feel the SBA newsletter will be a big waste ofstudents' timeand money
and will needlessly kill a lot of trees as well. Every time the SBA puts out a
newsletter they are using funds that could be better spent by other law groups.
What do you think? Tell Emilia; dropa note in box #42!

-

—

—
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Deliberations
By Evan Baranoff

Editor-in-Chief

Make an informed decision
Before you go to the SBA ballot box to
vote for your six class directors, make sure

you're informed.
Elections for Student Bar Association
Class Director seats start tomorrow and continue throughThursday, Sept. 22.
Ifyou're an upper division student, your
selection is scarce only two students are
running for thesix 2Landsix 3Lclass director
positions. However, some students mightseek
seats by being written in. Be careful who you
write i n; make sure youknow their motivesfor
running and their qualifications. Also, just
because a candidate is on the ballot doesn't
mean you shouldblindly vote for him or her
although it might suggest he or she is more
seriousabout running.
Note, however, that only one of the four
upper divisionstudents —John Lei fert both-

—

—

-

ered to submit a statement to The Opinion so
thatstudentscan know about why heis running.
This might also suggest how serious theother
candidates are.
Let's see if these candidates bother to
show up at the candidates forum.
The race for first-year class director seats
is a different story entirely.
Fifteen candidates seek six seats. Read
their statements carefully. Find out what
issues they will address.
Also, go to thecandidatesforum and ask
them questions. Tell the candidates what
issues concern you.
Voting is not a privilege it's your responsibility. Butvoting blindly doesn't satisfy
yourresponsibility: get informed.
The SBA controls your activity fee monMake
sure it spends it wisely.
ey.

—

.TOINTHE OPINION!
The Opinion needs editors, assistant editors, reporters,
photographers, and graphic artists for the 1994-95 academic
year. Journalism experience is helpful, but not required.
The Opinion also needs production assistants. Familiarity
with WordPerfect 5.1 for Windows and Aldus PageMaker is
preferred.
Anyone interestedinjoiningThe Opinion should leave a note
in Box 10or 280, or call x2l 47 and leave a message.
The Qp in ion isthe official student newspaper ofthe School
of Law, and publishes ever other Tuesday duringthe Fall and

Spring semesters.
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U.S. intervention in Haiti is the right move

By Peter W.Beadle

By thetimeyouread this, one of
America's most unpopular military
actions in recent history will probably be well underway. Thereisvery
littlesupport (recent polls place support around 23 percent) for this action. Sowhyarewegoingaheadwith
it? Has the President lost his mind?
Or does he falsely believe that a
military intervention will ultimately boost his approval ratings? Actually the answer is none of theabove.
The President has already outlined
the immediatej ustifications for this
intervention, namely, the crush of
boat people, U.S.and U.N. credibility, and promoting democracy, but
thereis another, more long-term justification: the shape of the New
WorldOrder.
The Cold War was essentially
a game of chess. Various nationstates became the pawns, knights
and rooks for the two sides. The
stability of those countries was dependent upon thewi 11 of theirpatron
states. Now, however, the game is
over and the players have left the
building,leaving theboard inchaos.
Iraq, Somalia, and Haiti were once
pieces in that game, and have now

beenleft to fendfor themselves. The
United States intervened several
times to shape and control the politicsofthosecountries. They became
little more thantools of our foreign
policy, and now that we are finished
with them, most of us feel we have
every right to walkaway. However,
it must berecognized thatbut for our
earlier manipulations, the situation
would probably be very different.
Many wouldargue that our previous
policies were simply necessary to
win the Cold War and are therefore
justified. That's certainly a legitimate perspective and one which I

The game is over
and theplayers
have left the
building, leaving
the board in chaos.
agree with to a point. But if the
UnitedStates wasso willing to trample on the sovereignty of other nations in the past as part of a strategy
to topple the Soviet Union, then it
should be equally willing to accept

coartny
of

The

New

York

Times

responsibility for theconsequences.
To do otherwise wouldreek of the
utmost hippocracy.

Some have also argued that
there are no American interests at
stake in Haiti. However, in addition
to the responsibility we should feel
for this country's fate, and the reasons outlined in the president's
speech last Thursday night, there is
another veryreal American interest;
shaping thefutureofthisregion and
the emerging World Order. I see us
headed towards a worldwhich will
eventually be united under a single
worldgovernment. Nation-states are
outliving their usefulness, and have
become barriers to trade and focal
points for conflict. Moreover, na-

tions have been steadilyrelinquishing their sovereignty as they pledge
to comply with the terms of numerous international and regional treaties, covenants and conventions.
Eventually this massive and growingbody ofagreements will become
an inefficient means of regulating
worldbehavior. As the interdependenceof theworldincreases and the
sovereignty ofnation-statesdecreases, I believe that there will arise a
world government to oversee interactions between and withinregions.
Under this scenarioit is very much in
our interest to pursue stability not
just in our backyard but throughout
theworld.
Even ifyou find theabove sce-

nario a bit far-fetched, we still have
every interest in promoting stability.
The worldis clearly becoming more
interdependent and, as technology
improves, it is becoming effectively
smaller.
With theend of theCold War,
and the consequent demise of the
structure that conflict imposed on
world affairs, we now lack a clear
paradigm to help give order to our
interactions. We must workactively
todevise a new structure to deal with
the growing interdependence of nations. Pockets of instability such as
Haiti, Iraq and Somalia are real
threats to an interdependent world
where nationswho are less self-sufficient than ever before havebecome
increasingly dependent onfree-flowing trade, cooperation and mutual
benefit, concepts whichrely heavily
on world stability for success. Ifwe
fail to act now, then that stability
which is so necessary to the good
healthofourcurrent andfuture world
orders will continue to erode with
dire consequencesfor the stability of
our own nation.
Beadle is a second-year law
studentandisa memberoftheJessup
InternationalMootCourtBoard.

Trampling on the freedom of speech

byJosephBroadbent, News Editor

NestledinbetweenstoriesaboutRwanda
and O.J. this past summer, the Supreme Court
decidedthecase ofMadsen v. Women'sHealth
Center, Inc. The case only received 20seconds
ofTV news coverageandfive or sixlines i n the
newspapers, an unfortunate attempt to minimize the impact of a case which had devastat-

ing effectsforfreedomofspeech in theU.S. In
Madsen, the Court upheldan injunction which
prohibited anti-abortionprotestors from pro-

therecent trendof chopping away at theConstitution's protections for freedom of speech.
Less thanthree yearsago, inR.A.V.v.St.
Paul, the Court held that cross-burning was
expressive conduct protected by the First
Amendment, a logical outgrowth ofits previous holding inTexas v. Johnsonthat flagburn-

testing in front ofabortion clinics within a 30-foot "buffer zone" and also prohibited certain
photos from being shown by the protestors.
Over a vehement dissent by Justices Scalia,
Thomasand Kennedy, the majority continued I ; ingwasalsoprotected"speech." WithR.A.V..
th<2Court seemed to befaithful to the Framers'
intent to protect all kinds of speech, even
speech that offendedothers.
However, since then, the Court and the
Indefense ofOliver Stone
I was somewhat shocked to see extended
nation as a whole haveeroded theFirst AmendTo the Editor:
excerpts of my draft quoted. After quick
ment so as to deny protection to unpopular or
1 would like to address the reviewer of reflection, however, 1 had no problem with offensive speech. Moreand more, courts and
Natural Born Killer-.. I did not know thatsuch yoit quoling Sji|§§ :f
people havebeen willing to outlaw speech that
on art.;
restrictions could properly be
What met my eyesas I read a n, however,
offends or insults others. A numberof univerWho snidfJlivcrStone's Natural Born Killers wasanything but responsible journalism, in
sities have enacted hate speech codes which
was supposed lo be. as you put iL "(an] m the first statement that you attributed to nje
punish so-called "hate speech." While a
depth study of serial killers." Maybe he was through the use of quotation marks, thefrontuse
pai mi ng wi th a broaderbrush (to some of hal fof one of my sentences was grafted to the numberof these codes havebeen properly held
to be unconstitutional, thepush for hate speech
that language I have learned in this law back-half of a completely differentsentence.
codes is still on (indeed; there was rumor ofone
school) I suspect thai ifyou created a work What proved to be more egregious than this
ofart, you would dismiss the critic who said manipulation was the mechanism you used to possibly being instituted by UB students last
year but, thankfully, the university has not
that your work was "of the wrong genre; J grail ihe two unrelated sentence fragments
acpeded to these efforts).
tn
rather had something else mind for this together: an ill-placed "that" within a par*
Two years ago, in Wisconsin v. Mitchell,
enthettea) resulting in a sentence that made
Your review is suspect to begin with.
theCourt
upheld a statute whichenhancedthe
absolutely no sense. I wish your staffcould
Your bi as is re vealed by your admission as to have wasted thehour or so 1 did on thefollowpenalty for a crime when racial hatred was the
your opinion .if the movie JJtK. You are ing day expl ami ngtopeople what appeared to
motivation behindthe action. The Court stated
that conduct, not speech, was being punished
obviously reviewing the man Stone rather be rrie blathering like an idiot.
thanKillers Andit I ma) to any extent those
The secondsuuemem youattributed to but evena casual reading of the case shows that
of us suspicious as to the events of 1963 are meihroughquotationslookedsomewhaUike
thedefendant\s spoken words were thebasis for
wrong thinkers, as you may wellcharacterize one 1 had written, but you extracted three
theenhancement.
us, how wrongthinking are you for systematimportant words from the middle ofit, with*
Finally, last summer the Court dealt anically dismissing evidence relating to those out the benefitofan ellipsis, and thus signifother crashing blow to theFirstAmendmentby
events'' Is it that you do not want to upset
icantly changed my meaning without any
prohibiting pro-life activists from exercising
yourself. Did you ever wonderwhatOswald's clueto thereader. am
incensed
I
theirconstitutional rights in front of an aborparticularly
motive was? Perhaps as acommunist theBay about thus mutilationbecausebefore submittion clinic.
of Pigs and the prospect of pull ingout of Viet
ting my draft to you. 1 gave 11the once-over and
Itis important to restate theFirst AmendNam were too much for him lo take. .■3s||§li
added t hose threewords because
specifically
ment
which states that Congress shal 1 make no
Jonathan Vat fee, 3L
I was not content with the meaning that the
law abridging freedomofspeech. I n I i ght of the
Gripe with
TheOpinion
sentenceappeated loconnotewithout them.
fact that the country was founded on the freeWe, as future attorneys, should be m ore
To the Editor:
dom to speak unpopularly (against England),
I write this letter to complain about the attuned to t he importance of w nrds than most
freedomof speech is the most important of the
shoddy journalism and the obvious lack of people. Ifindit hard to believe that a student
rights guaranteed by the Bil 1of Rights andis the
editonalpolicing atThe Opinion Consider- coutdhave gonethrough the first year curricright that is most vital to a democraticgoverning the fact that my student "tax" dollars ulum and still fail to appreciate the imporment. (The fact that it is the first right men(a.k.a. the activity tee)ensure your continued tance of not only the meaning but also the
tioned in the Bill of Rights is also significant.)
existence, I believe I am permitted to be orderofwords. The only proper conclusion
No government can truly be democratic if
that I can reach, therefore, is that your staffis
particularly concerned.
people are denied the opportunity to speak.
Prior to your most recent edition, I was playing fast and louse with its journalistic
The First Amendment was designed to
asked by the newspaper 1o answer some que- responsibi li ty. I suggest that you make efforts
protect unpopular speech even more than popriesaboutasubject with which Iwasfanulinr. to apprise yourreportetsof theirduties to the
ular speech; popular speech doesn't needany
Isubmitteda quickly-draftedresponse which public and to shore up yOur editorialpolicies.
When States, universities or courts
protection.
I intended to be used as background for your
decidewhich
unpopularspeechcannot be heard
Stuart Graham, 3L
story, Whenl pickedupyour Aug. 30 edition^

The Opinion Mailbox
:

;:

'

they say that people are not intelligent enough
to handle diverse points of view. By allowing
everyone to speak theirminds, we are given the
chance to decide for ourselves what is true or
false. I don't want some legislator or judge
deciding whatI canor can't say or hear. We are
all intelligent enough to sift through all the
garbageand disregard what we choo.se to disregard..
This is not to suggest approval of "hate
speech," cross burning, flag burning, or Nazi
marches down city streets. TheFirst Amendment doesn't approve or disapprove of any
particular speech; it protects theright of all of
us to speak our minds.
The distressing part of the Madsen decision is that it is the next unfortunatestep from
Mitchell, where hateful speech was denied
First Amendment protection. People are hardpressed to feel sympathy forracial bigots who
go on to assault someone solely because ofhis
or her race. In light of therecent murders by a
few radical anti-abortion activists (a very small
part of the pro-life movement), people rightly
want to do something to prevent such tragedies
from recurring. There are radical extremistson
both sidesoftheabortion controversy, yet only
theanti-abortion activists havebeenrestricted
in theirspeech and conduct; the buffer zones
and injunctions are only obtained against the
anti-abortion activists.
The way to prevent doctors from being
murdered and to ensure access to abortion
clinics is not to trample on our most cherished
and valuable constitutional right. If only a
small percentage of the population was made
up ofanti-abortion activists, theFirst Amendment wouldprotect the activists' right to speak
and protest; the protection is even more vital
whenit concerns an issue thatdivides America
soevenly. The Madsendecision represents one
more step down the road to the time when
legislators and courts will decide what we can
and cannot say based solely on whether the
words represent an unpopularviewpoint or will
insult the listener.
As S.G. Tallentyre once said (quoting a
letter from Voltaire), "I disapprove of what
you say. but I will defendto thedeathyour right
tosay it." Somethingthe Supreme Court forgot
whenit chose to trample on theconstitutional
rights of the anti-abortion activists and permit
others to decide whether or not particular
speech deserved the First Amendment's pro-

_

tection.
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1L candidate statements

Kimßabat, 1L
There is no doubt that by now
we have all been warned about the
challenges andpressures of the first
year in law school. Beyond the scope
of our academics, we are working
hard to make friends, learn our way
arounda new city, andfind our place
atÜB, both as a classand as individuals. My name is Kirn Babat, and I
am running for a position as Class
Director because I share in these
concerns and anxieties, and want to
actively participate in the development ofour class. In these first few
weeks of school, I have listened to
students' thoughts and hopes for the
comingyear. Iconcurwith the popular opinion that as a first year class,
we need to invest ourselves in our
law school, while simultaneously
pursuing a healthy balance between
our academic and social lives.
The StudentBar Association is
thevoiceoftheUßlawstudent. Your
Class Directors represent yourinterests to the administrationandfellow
students. This includes representation on committees that develop
academic standardsand policy, participate in the admissions process,
review activity budgets, and plan
social activities. It is important to
elect a group ofrepresentatives who
can effectively verbalize and advocate for your concerns and demands.
As yourrepresentative, I would commit myself to your interests and the
interests of our class, make myself
accessible and approachable, and
wouldbe proactive and coactiye with
my fellow Class Directors, in order
to make the SBA work for you.
During my undergraduate career at the University ofRochester, I
gained experience in the development of policy and programming,
both in andoutside of the University.
On campus, Irepresented theundergraduate community on theUniversity Development Community, participated in the selectionof the new
University President, the development ofacademic standardsandcurriculum development. I also worked
withboth the Admissions andAlumni offices in the development of student selectionand Alumni involvement, respectively. Off campus, I
worked in the MonroeCounty Office
of theDistrict Attorney, whereI participated in the development of a
CommunityPolicing Program which
was madeeffective by theRochester
Legislature. Finally, I worked at the
US Information Agency, in Washington, DC, developing programs to
send overseas for US Foreign ServiceWorkers to facilitate, and I prepared the agency's audi t as requested by the GAO.
I take the idea of being a Class
Directorseriously, and have thought

of ways to improve UB Law School,
and make our three years here fulfilling. Iwouldliketodevelopa"Forum
with the Dean," so students can take
their questions, comments and concerns directly to theadministration.
We need to improve upon ourrecycling efforts, andlproposean AdHoc
committee dedicated to that effort.
Finally, 1 see a needfor more social
interaction between students. Last
week, a few first years (including
myself) organized a "mixer" at The
New Pink with the first year Mcd
School class. More interaction like
thisis important,and I wouldlike to
continue these efforts, not to mentioninteractionamong studentsand
alumniof our law school.
The next three years will be
challenging and rewarding for all of
us. We will struggle together, play
together and experience oursuccess
together. I wouldbe honored torepresent our class in the SBAand begin
tappingintoourpotential. Know that
I am available to you, and want to
hear what you have to say. My box
number is6lo, if ever you wantto see
me.orjuststopmeinthehall. Thank
you for your timeandconsideration.
I promise you my best effort in preserving our collectiveinterest in the
SBA, look forward to getting to know
you in the coming year.

Mike Fruchter, 1L
I am running for the SBA position because I have job experience
that would be an asset to the law
school student body.
I have worked for two Public
Relations firms that concentrate on
the organization of forums, conferences and other special events. I
wouldlike to incorporate this experience as an SBA Rep.by increasing
the number of events that will give
us, the students, thechance to make
useful contacts and receive helpful
advice. The more insightwe have as
students will make it easier for us to
adjust when we get into the real
world.
Plus, I would like to increase
thenumberofStudent Bar-sponsored
social events, thoughI might not be
the only candidate with this idea.
If this soundsrighttoyou, please
me
give your support.

I am a Western New York native and a 1988 graduate of theUniversity ofRochester whereI majored
in Political Science. Following graduation, I entered the Navy and spent
four years on a ship followed by two
years at a nice cushy desk job. The
nice cushy desk job gave me the
opportunity to work on my surfing,
develop an excellent tan, andpick up
a Master's Degree in Public Administration.
So why shouldyou votefor me
for Class Director? As your Class
Director, my actions will be guided
by five tenets:
1. Develop and maintain positiverelations withalumni. They are
ties to the job market. Solicit their
input on the positive aspects and
shortcomings of their law school
education.
2. Maintain an open dialogue
with the faculty and administration.
Bringing improvements to UB and
ensuring a progressive curriculum is
a team effort. The Student Bar Associationis thevoice that speaks forall
UB Law students. SBA representatives must understandthe important
role they play inimproving the quality of our law school experience.
3. Stay involved in the activities of University of Buffalo as a
whole. A great strength of UB Law
is that we are not an insular body, but
actively involved with the greater
University at Buffalo community.
4. Maintain a social, gregarious atmosphere among law school
students. I promised most individuals who signed my petition that I'd
ensure thebeer at SBA events would
be COLD. I was not entirely joking.
Thestudent body I met at orientation
was one of the most diversegroups of
people I have encountered. Each of
the more than 150 individuals had
unique life experiences to share.
We're cheating ourselves if we do
not provide ample social events to
exchangethoughts andideasoutside
of an academic setting.
5. Create anatmosphere where
students are enthusiastic and involved. Sixteen lLs are seeking six
Class Director positions, yet only
two 2Lsand two 3Ls have submitted
petitions. This appears to be a problem. As Class Director, one of my
prime goals wouldbe to ensure this
initial enthusiasmdoes not dissipate
over the coming years.
Absent any idea what real issues plague us, these are my philosophies, these are my goals, and as
yourClassDirector they are whatI'll
strive to achieve.

JimGerlach, 1L
I am a newcomer to campus
politics. I never sought an elected
office while an undergraduate. This
presents two possibilities. First, I
lack therequisite experience tobe an
SBA Class Director, or second, I
have no preconceived notionsof how
the SBA should operate and will
bring a fresh and original outlook to
the Student Bar Association. I'm
hoping you will choose the latter.

George J. Hamboussi, 1L
Whenasked by another student
about what I thought a position i n the
Student Bar Association entailed,
my answer was that the job meant

John L. Leifert, 2L
Finally, our school's student
representatives appear lobe working together and try 1ng to work for
the students. This is important in
order toregain the respectand suppori of the students. But, we must
not become complacent; there is
much to be done. While we have
began to repair the mechanics of
theSBA, we must sti 11 co nquer the

mention private school Our school

received all Honoisgrades. Clearly, there was no curve within the
class. Was a curve i mposed upon
theentire I list year which amazingly showed that all the students in
that research and writing section
were at the top of the entire 1L

offersa great bargain financially,

class?

but it can offer much more. Other
graduate schools at the Uutversity
at Buffalo offer thesame financial
benefits as well as a great reputationfeg.Medicine, Denial Medicine). Why hot the law school?
This is a question for the SBA to
tackle; we all suffer from a mysterious problem iwhich mandates a
solution.
Law students at UB are being
bombjrded from all sides. The
U niversify is trying to impose a fee
on the use of the alhtetic facilities
Had many oi us known that basic
facilities of a University were not

This of course leads me to the
grading policy at our school Although the goal of the policy ts to
reduce competition, in fact this is
not the logical resull Time and
again this is examinedand no satisfactory solution is achieved. One
and tor all we must look at the
gradingsystem and voice our opinion No one wi thintheschool understands what the grades mean (one
teacher gave me an "H-"y. and
those outsidethe st hi>ol k now even

Substantive

issues

which require

attention.

Although this is the only New
York State public law school, it
still flounders behind most other
states' public law schools not to

ineludedihlhepriceof arfehdjutce,:

we would have been at least surprised and perliaps hesitant to at-

tend.:: What will cost
future?
\^?^SMSi
Some professors apparently

feel that grading guidelines do not
aprjly;i<i |heih> To this
grades hale not been posted:from
the -Spring semester, wel I past the
deadline*; %\Whal about}(»mmoii
sense in grading? Itgoes unnoticed
that one section of the last year's
1Lresearch and writing program

;

:

one had to represent the opinions of
the students of their year. I also
believe that the representatives
elected have to feel strongly enough
about these positions to follow
through withthem. Before starting
law school, I attended this university
as an undergraduate and it has exposed me to theproblems and worries facing most of the students
problems that I feel pertain even
more to law students. I'mnot talking
about the inevitable parking problem that comes along with going to
a huge school; thatis something that
can't be solved. There are other
things that are more important such
as the safety problems during our
stay hereand the jobmarket oncewe

—

graduate.
Since day one, everyone has
expressed concern about thelevel of
safety in the basement by the 1L
lockers. This can be easily corrected
a number of ways such as installing
one of the blue lightphones that the
school has all over campus, installing an alarm loud enough to get everyone's attention, and handing out
rape whistles that attach to everyone's keychain. The second thing
that is on everyone's mind is getting
a job once we make it through these
three years. Speaking to Ilene
Fleischmann about the alumni pro-

.

less.
Now that the SBA is acting
moreprofessionalandtryingtowork
fotthestudenfs. real improvement
can be achieved We must fight
with our student representatives tor
our best interests. Last Spring,
otic tlurdot the students voted m the
electionsfor theexecutive officers
ofthe SBA: Most of the stwtente
read the Dpi nion. Do more" than
learn about 1he decisionsother students ate making for you Voice
your opi in cm. The Right to Vote Is
the strongest mark of a democratic,
jusisociely. Takeadvantageofthis

onc-

:

[joy

i

:

-

if;

gram brought to my attention the
many programs and functions that
are set up where students can meet
alumni programs that are being
ignored. These opportunities are of
great importance to me and I promise
to tryand workwiththem so thatthe
advertizing is very visible. Although
there have been many people who
have told us not to concern ourselves
with getting a job during our first
year, thelaw school's alumni associationis the most active alumni association at the university and I'm very
sure thatthefriendsand connections
we can make today will be very
important to us tomorrow.
Although I haveonly mentioned
two things that havebeen brought to
my attention, I am also aware of the
library hours and lighting concerns
as well as the Alumni Arena fee
debate. During my five years as a
triple major at this university I've
been veryactive i n thecomm unity as
well as i n my fraternity and I hope to
bring all of this experience with me
to better represent my class. I am
very open to new ideasandI hope that
no one will hesitate to stop me in the
halls and talk about them. All I ask
isfive minutes ofyour time andyour
vote on Sept. 21 or 22 and Ipromise
that your opinions will be highly
voiced at every meeting.

—

Remember to VOTE Tomorrow and Thursday!
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1L candidate statements, continued

Caroline Hooper, 1L
We haveall taken ona lot in the
last two weeks meeting many new
people, getting accustomed to an
unfamiliar place and learning about
the various student organizations.
Not to mentiontheboredomof Civil
Procedure and the wild antics of
Schlegel. As I try to remember the
250+ newnames and faces, I couldn't
be happier about being here. From
the first day of orientation, I felt the
comfortableandrelaxed atmosphere
that sets BuffaloLaw asidefrom the

—

rest.

Whileachievingasolidreputa-

tion,Buffalo seems to haverealized
what many other law schools have
missed that a pleasant and helpful
setting can be just as conducive to
learning, if not more so, than strict
and unapproachable law professors.
The truth of the matter is no 1L
really knows what SBA does nor
what its potential is for the future.
However, it doesn'ttake long to figure out there is a serious parking

—

problem on this campus or that various student organizations are continuously experiencing funding dilemmas. SBA controls thedistribution of funds to these organizations
that are crucial to a well-rounded
law education. lamhopingthatSßA
can be a forumfor debateon theseand
many other important issues. IfClass
Director, I can onlypromise youthat
I will try to the best ofmy ability to
represent this class and tackle the
issues that are important to you. It
wouldbe my responsibility to listen
to all ofyour concerns and ideas and
aggressively illustrate them to the
studentbody.
Just to give you a quick rundownofwholam l graduated from
SUN Y-Brockport with a double major in Political Science/Sociology
and a minor in African-American
Studies. I'm interested in Public
Interest Law (thus my decision to
attend UB). My interests tend to deal
with civil liberties and civil rights
concerns. I spent last summer workingforthe ACLU and volunteeredin
a women's prison during my last
academicyear as an undergraduate.
lalsostudiedwomen'sissuesinThird
World countries at Oxford. In my
final semester at Brockport, I internedfor Congressman Rangel of
HarlemwhereI worked onthe Health
Security Act and the Crime Bill. I
believe that these experiences have
taught me how to dealwithall differ-

I have several goals planned if
I am elected to represent you as class

as challenging and rewarding.
The lLs have done an incredible job getting to know one another.
I know together we can make the next
three years thebest ever!

—

words like Generation X
7. Experience with law and
attorneys partner in US&I Patent
Drawings, works published in patents worldwide
8. I won't bombardyou with a
single piece of propaganda (except
for this one)
9. Initiated several events on
campus, including the First Annual
Engineering /^Formal
10.Because TomHeadrick was
right you can't eat these torts
Please, come to theCandidates
Forum and ask me questions; it is
truly thebest way to getto know who
you are voting for. The forum is on
Tuesday, Sept. 20 at 3:30 in room
109. Also, remember to vote on
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 21
and 22. The voting booths will be
outside the law library.

-

David S. Leone, 1L

ent types of people under unique circumstances. I expect SBA to be just

—

director. The two most important
goals are a strong SBA and a good
student-faculty relationship. While
petitioning, I received several excellent suggestions for more specific goals:parking for law school students, longer library hours, and escorts for late-night trips down to the
lockers. All of these arepossible, but
most efforts start and finish with a
strong SBA and all efforts are facilitated by agoodstudent-faculty relationship.
Enough of the political aspect
of my intentions for running. I have
summarizedmybackgroundandqualifications in the most acceptable
Generation X format as possible a
Top 10list of thereasons you should
Mercedes
1L
elect me.
If your days include: getting the
1. Received BS in Electrical
childrenoff to school; cooking; cleanEngineering from University at Buffalo
ing; buying the groceries; washing
thelaundry; mowing the lawn; paint2. I never inhaled
3. Two years experience, in ing your child's room; working at
student government at U B
your parent's shop; dedicating as
4. I can remember where I was muchquality time as possible to your
when O.J. was running from the law family and waking up at 6 a.m. for
5. Former President ofinterna- "your" time, you may not have time
tional engineering society (EtaKapto get involved withall the different
pa Nu)
organizations. Youmayonlyfindout
6. I don't use annoying buzz what is going on in your own law

Katie Lee, 1L
Hi there! Thanks to everyone
whosignedmypetitionandputmeon
theballot. Let me start offby telling
you a bitabout myself. I am a graduate ofthe University ofMinnesota
and a nativeof Syracuse. Ever since
I was elected to student council in
Bth grade, I have been involved in
student government. I do not wantto
write an extracurricular resume, but
I will assure you that I am qualified
to represent us lLs. I have done
everything from coordinating social
and educational activities, like casinonights, formals, andmuseum tours,
to managing a $ 10,000budget for on
campus facilities, such as student
school through the newspapers or
otherstudents. If you are, however,
concerned with issues that will affect you directly or indirectly, perhaps you might consider voting for
me, MercedesLindao.
I was able to handle the same
hecticscheduleplusmanage my own
deli. Throughout all fouryears ofmy
undergraduate career at Rutgers
University, I interned for my congressman; at Rutgers, I was a founding member and treasurer of a National Sorority. Also, I have always
found thetime to be an activevolunteer in my community.
It would be an honor to repreand
serve theneedsof lL's. The
sent
best offer I can give is to dedicate my
time to become informedand to understand the issues that are important to all of us.

—

Lindao,

lounges and computer labs.
I'm not all that sure exactly
whatSBA does, but my inquiries and
past experience in student government tell me that I'll be allocating
OUR money andcoordinatingOUß
social and educational events. Believeit or not this sounds like fun to
me. People asked me why I want to
run, and I tell them that I would be
boredifl wasn't someway involved
in student government. I enjoy listening to student concerns, comments, and ideas, and I have been
doing it almost annually for the last
8 or 9 years. I thinkI wouldmiss it!
(Yes I am weird.)
I can guarantee that this won't
be a resume fillerfor me, where the
primary taskis simply to get elected
and have the title. That's the easy
part. I have come to understandthat
the difficult part is carrying out the
duty ofrepresenting a large number
of students withdifferent concerns
and ideas. I am a hard working and
dedicated individual, with an open
mindwho won't put her feet on the
desk once elected.
I have already spoken to a few
ofyou whohavegiven me somegreat
ideas. These include more social
events for lLs, such as a Halloween
party and Friday and Saturdayafternoon intramural softballandfootball
games. I have also heard some great
ideas about networking next semesstudent, will win a position on the
SBA.
7) Because Gil hates the NRA.
6) Because Gil likes surfing.
5) Because Gil is not afraid to
speak his mind, despite the fact that
he soundslike an idiot in Schlegel 's
class.
4) Because Gil has a 24 hour
party line onhis answering machine.
3) Because Gil is short for
Gildardo, and boy isn't that a loadof
yourback.
2) Because Confucious said
"vote....,evenifyouhave no ideafor
whom or why."
And thenumberonereason that
you should vote for Gil i5....
1)Because it'sbetter than voting for Madonna!!!!!

Catherine Nugent, 1L

GilMichel-Garcia,lL
Gil's "Top Ten"
From the home office in
Kaneohe, Hawaii, here are the "Top
Ten" reasons why you should vote
for Gil:
10)BecauseGilhas noideawhat
being a student representative is all
about.
9) Because none of the other
candidates have any idea either.
8) Because if you don't, Dan
Quayle, disguised as a Buffalo Law

Ideally I wouldask eachof my
classmates personally for theirvote.
At which timeI wouldamaze everyone with my all-encompassing
knowledge ofStudent Bar Associations. This not being an ideal world,
in fact being far from it, I shall attempt to convey my overwhelming
capability to be your class director in
this editionofThe Opinion.
Having never been a Student
Bar Association Director I must admit to not having direct relevant
experience. However I dothink that

ter with studentsof the opposite sec-

tions. The idea here lies in the fact
that some of us are taking civil procedure and contracts and others are
taking property and constitutional
law. Next semester, this will be
reversed. Why not utilize the best
resources we have
each other.
(Believe me when I say you'll need
something for Schlegel's contracts!)
Concerns brought tomy attentioninclude parking, student lounges, and recycling. The first I can do
nothing about because I don't owna
bulldozer. However, I dohave experience "pepping up" student lounges to include some pretty cool student painted wall murals and comfortablecouches. Both thefirstfloor
1oungeand thesecondfloor smoking
lounge could usesome work. I have
alsopersonally noticedthattherecycling facilities in the law building
are not all that great. Although they
have gotten better in the last two
weeks, I think the accessibility of
receptacles needs to be broadened.

—

I encourage anyone with ideas
to drop themoffinmy mailbox(#718)
or talk to me afterclass. Ifldon'tget

elected I will definitely pass these
ideason. Pick your directors carefully. Remember thisis notapopularity
contest. SBA is our voice and they
are spending our money. I hope you
afford methe opportunityto speak for
all of you. Thanks, Katie Lee.
ifone ofmy opponents does have this
experience it must necessarily detract from their attractiveness as a
candidate as it wouldsignal his or her
second run at law school. I do have
indirect experience in the form of
working as a union organizer for the
past three years. Of particular relevance, asan organizerforthe University at Buffalo Graduate Student
Employees Union.
Thepurpose, interalia, oforganizing workers is to empower them
to improve theirwork environment.
I will attack my role as SBA director
(if elected) withthe same mentality
i.e. I will empower law students to

improve theirstudentenvironment. I
say thisknowing that, as is frequently the case with unorganized workers, some students will not want to be
empowered preferring instead that
theirdirectordoall thework andj ust
bring them good news. I canrespect
that attitude and am prepared to represent all first year students with
equal zeal.
My experience withthe Graduate Student Employees Uniondoes
particularly recommend me for the
jobin that I've dealtwithTHE SYSTEM. I can see five areas that need
attention right now based on my
knowledge of advocating for graduate students' rights; PARKING, the
"new" curriculum, arena user fees,
reductions in benefits for assistantships andasbestos.
I will not go into a lengthy
discourse on these five subjects but
will briefly touch on each andgo into
detail at thecandidates' forum. The
issue of Parking speaks for itself. We
shouldhave i nputon the new curriculum Dean Headrick discussed in
the Aug. 30 edition ofThe Opinion.

SeeNUGENTpage eight

Remember to VOTE Tomorrow and Thursday!
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1994-95 SBA Class Director Candidacy Statements
1L candidate statements, continued
Nugent, continuedfrompage 7

I proved tobe competent inhandling
my duties as a Student Senator, and
thus feel capable of executing the
duties of Class Director with the
many skills gained from this experi-

years that lie ahead.
students in theschool. There is one
Other issues which have come thing I canpromise you, however, if
Arena user fees came as a complete
to myattention is the undesirability
Mario Cuomo raises tuition again
surprise to everyone and I thinkthat
extra
to
use
the
Alumni
this
of'paying
year I will lead the charge to
in itself is a problem. We should
Arena, thedesire for longer library FEED HIM TO THE RABID
havebeen warnedofthiscontroversy
ence.
hours, building security (the baseDOGS!!!
at ourorientationand theSBA should
You are now faced with a diffiment is spooky at night) and the
be informing its constituents of the
cult choice to vote for those with integration ofthe law school withthe
current status so people know how to
experience, or those who decide to other professional schools and the
budget for exercise. Thereduction in runonawhim. have
I
rest of the UB campus community.
provenresponassistantship benefits refers to the sibility and dedication to student The small
space I am allotted in this
ongoing practice of thelaw school to
the
It
is
not
a
column
government in
past.
precludes an in depth discusdowngrade pay andbenefits offered position that take
issue, but I wouldlike to
As
an
sionofeach
I
lightly.
to graduate assistants. We neea to
electedrepresentative ofmy class, I say that these are all very important
investigate what is motivating the am there to serve them.
I will beable issues whichdeserve adequate repadministration to devaluetherole of
toprovide experience in studentgovresentation and advocacy. Both of
graduate assistants. Lastly, there is ernment and a dedicatedwork ethic which, am
I
ready to deliver as a
asbestos all over O'Brian Hall in
to get things done.To get things done Class Director.
manageable levels. To their credit,
The power the SBA possesses
foryou!
the administration has conducted
First I would like to thank all
in determining where yourmoney is
lengthy sessions to educate people
theindividualswho
signed my petibeing spent is an awesome one, as it
on therisks involved. However this
determines what your experience tion tobe a candidate for class direchas not been the case with first year
Our class will have six represenhere at law school will be like. I take tor.
students and thatis a problem. My
tatives
ona 22memberboardresponthisresponsibility and commitment
advice for right now is not to disturb
sible
for
thedistributionof approxivery seriously. I hope that you will
any dust-laden books in the upper
seek me out, as I will seek you out, to mately $100,000.
floorsof the library.
Being on numerous community
get to know what your ideas, needs,
I apologize for thecursory treatand
school
associated boards over
and concerns are in order to properly
ment of these issues. I hope we'll
the
last
eight years, I have come to
represent them. Please place any
have time to discuss them at length
understandthe
importance ofknowcomments orsuggestioas inbox #789.
andto know eachotherbetter. As my
a
constituent's
needs and/or deVote for Veronica Rodriguez. ing
campaignpromise, I promise not to
sires.
This
is
not
necessarily intuiVeronicaßodriguez,lL
take myself tooseriously or anything
tive. A goodrepresentative shouldbe
Ipromise coldbeer ateverylaw
else for that matter. Thank you for
easily accessible, approachable and
school function!....Okay, I'm just
your considerationandllookforward
actively
seekinginput. He/she should
kidding. Moreseriously though, I can
to the opportunity to serve as one or
also
have
good management experionly make one kind of promise, and
all ofyourclass directors.
ence,
in the area offiduespecially,
that is to provide insightful leaderI possess these
ciaryresponsibilities.
ship whichresponds to the concerns
and
qualities
experiences.
ofits constituents.
For the last six years, I have
One common concern which
heldseveral
management positions.
Has eme-rgedftam'theclass of 1997
Since
19921
have been VicePresihasbeen that of our professional fuTSV,
dent
of
Inc. (a development
ture (i.e. JOBS). As aresult, many of
1L
Scan
Shannon,
which
in
company)
my primary reus are interested in aligning ourLIPS: NO ATHREAD
MY
was
the
of
sponsibility
development
selves with various student organiLETIC FEE FOR LAW STU$6 millionfacility. This posia
new
zations and extra-curricular activiDENTS BLAH, BLAH, BLAH. tion entailed everything from ecoties that will helpdevelopreal-world
Seriously, I don'tintend to makeany nomic analysis to negotiating conskillsand knowledge neededinacutEricC.Ragot,lL
throat job market. However, the blanket statements as to a political tracts to overseeing the construcplatform to run on, but I will say that tion. I also gained a considerable
Although ithasoftenbeen stat- quality of some clubs and associasince
arriving atthe law school, which amount of organizational experience
ed before, you are being asked to tions at UB Law have been unsetthink
I
is great, there area numberof by holding theofficeof Presidentfor
choose a class director from among tling. Since SBAcontrols thedistriissueswhich need to beaddressed to a civic organization,theBuffalo Juna group of people that you barely bution of funds to these organizaimprove the quality of life of the ior Chamber ofCommerce(BJCC).
know. Thus, all I can tell you are my tions, myresponse as Class Director
students.
During my term we restructured the
personal experiences and qualities wouldbe to help improve the quality
the
of
the
admisboardandby-laws, raised over a half
In
parlance
that shouldprove helpful in fulfilling ofthese organizationsby promoting
office,
sions
am
considered
a
Nona million dollars for charities, and
I
more effective leadership, stronger
the duties of Class Director.
student (27-years-old were recognized as being one of the
Traditional
For two years I served in the connections with alumni, and qualididn't make up the term), andas top four chapters in the country.
StudentSenate ofmy undergraduate ty mentoring programs with attor- andl
well
can
beassumed havebeenout of
My experience also taught me
college. The Senate ofmy school neys in specialized areas of law.
school
for
time.
that
a
my
large board can function effecsome
During
While preparing for the legal
wasofsimilarcoastructionandfuncsiesta,
held
several
and
a concern I have heardfrom
I
positions
tively
tion as the SBA of theLaw School. profession is ofcourse serious busitravelled
but
there
is
several
TheBJCC hada 17extensively,
students.
Therefore, I believe that the experiness, I am also in support of social
one
whichmade
me
aware
-memberboardandalmost
250 memposition
ence gained in my college years can activities which promote a sense of
ofstudentconcerasandthenecessity bers. My presidency taught me inprove helpful withregard to theSBA. friendship that will last us throughof change and that was as a Resivaluable personal skills on how to
There I learned what many limits out law school and beyond. Social
dence
Coordinator
Purchase
Colat
get large groups to make decisions
and opportunities are available to contacts are very important,after all
have
believed
that
and
I
in general how to get people to
lege.
always
the
is
social.
One
legal profession
members. To work with faculty,
education
could
do
more
for
work
together. Skills that I hope will
administrators and school staff to gets clients, and even jobs, through higher
students,
their
and
threeyears
be
I spent
helpful to the SBA.
accomplish goals aimedforboth the contacts with socialand professionand supporting students
advocating
Experience is not enough. A
immediateand long term benefitsof al relationships. However, more than
as a coordinator. The position gave class representative needs to be acthe students and school as a whole just professional contacts, we will
proved to be a considerable chal- need thecamaraderieof our peers to me quite a bit of experience in deal- tively seeking what is best for our
with administrators, programclass. Surprisingly, after listening to
lenge, but one well worth the effort. support us through the three tough ing
ming and getting people motivated. many first year law student's conThe number one concern I see as a cerns and aspirations for the next
three yearsandbeyond I have discov"1L" is the lack of social programered that we all are very similar.
ming and otherinteractive opportunities for first year students to meet
We all want to do well and,
and connect with each other. The believe it or not, most of us still are
Cocktail Partyby thealumni associnot sure of the best way to achieve
ation was fun (not enough food and this. We also tend to agree on most of
they ran out of beer) and the SBA the issues. For example, we all have
BBQ was great, but that was for all a problem with parking, most of us
the law students. Each year has disagree with the proposed athletic
particular needs and I believe that center feeand a large number of us
ChaUengethecandfchtesattheCandkkUesForum!
through the SBA we can improve the would like to see better security. I
Today at 3:30 p.m. in room 109
law school experience for firs year have also heard many innovative
students, as well as all the other ideas on everything from better fi-

"

TomTrbovich,lL

nancial allocation of SBA funds to
how to improve ourjobplacement, to
newideasfor socials. My focuswould
be on assisting our class. The best
way to do this is by helping you to
reach your goals. This means to act
on your suggestions or help you act
and make a positive difference. In
some cases, such as the proposed
athletic center fee, I'd be willing to
spearhead the opposition.
Graduating from UB in 1990
with an M.A. in Economics and being a former board member of the
Buffalo ChamberofCommerce(now
known as the Greater Buffalo Partnership), would enable me to utilize
my contacts with the community
and, hopefully, enhance an already
excellent placement ratio in Buffalo.
In summation, if elected I'll
always try to be available to address
your needs, I will fight the proposed
Athletic Center feeandl will continue to help SBA bring you the outstanding programming from social
to education to jobrelated.
I believecommunicationis the
first step to achieving mutual goals.
So please shareyourideas withme in
person or call me at home 832-

-1817,TomTrbovich.

--

We are here for three years.
Please help me make sure the SBA
represents you by voting Tom
Trbovich on the 21st or 22nd.

-

—

SBA ClassDirectorElections
Tomorrow andThursday
Sept. 21 and 22
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
outside the law library.

JenniferVick, 1L
Hi. My name is JenniferVick
and I am running for one of the six
cl ass director positions availablefor
first-year law students. There are 14
othercandidatesandl'm sure you're
wondering how to make these choices after knowing us for only three
weeks. This is my chance to tellyou
a little about myself.
I believe that the SBA is an
organization that encompasses all
the students in the law school, regardless ofyear. In orderfor theSBA
to work well, thedirectorsneed to be
wil ling to work hard and dedicateas
much time as needed. I feel I can be
a good representative forall the students. I am easily approachable and
will be available to hear your concerns and any questions you may
haveabout our student government.
I want to ensure thatthe 3-4 years we
spend here will be the best they possible can, starting right now. Afew
ideas thatI have include implementing a recycling programat the school,
and to have a few more social events,
both off-campusand on.
After all, we will be spending
the next three years together. Let's
enjoy them!

Officialcandidates who are
not listed in this guide did
not submit statementsto be
wblishedin TheOmnion.
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What social life?

A New York City native's guide to the wonderful city ofBuffalo

by Jeffrey Weiss, columnist
If you're like a typical person who
arrived
in Buffalo from a far-off
just
it
is
place,
quite likely that your first
reaction went something like this: "Get
me out ofhere! I thought Cleveland was
the most pathetic city in America. I
guess I was wrong." I am writing to let
you know that while Buffalo is not a
booming metropolis with all the frills
that NewYork City or Boston has to offer,
it is a nice little city thathas more things
to do than most people realize.
Ixt's start out with restaurants because everybody loves to eat. It seems
that Buffalo's most popular natural resource i s thedelectableobject referred to
as theChicken Wing. The word around
town is that Duff's, on the corner of
Sheridan Drive and Millersport Highway, has the best wings in town. Go try
them. If you're feeling historical, then
you shouldgodown to theAnchorBar on
Main Street because our history books
tell us that chicken wings were invented
in that well-knownestablishment.
Thebest thing aboutBuffalorestaurants is that they offer a wide variety of
choices. Even the most ficklefood connoisseur will find a place to satisfy his/
her appetite. If you're in the mood for
terrificThai food, thenyou shouldpay a
visit to Jasmine's on Niagara FallsBoulevard. I recently bumped into fellow
second-year law student SadaManickam
as he was walking out ofJasmine'sandhe
joyfully claimed, "That was the best
Panang beefI've ever had." Some people
prefer theAmerican CoffeeHouse atmosphere that was prevalent in the 19605.If
youfall intothis category thenyou should
check out Amy's Place on MainStreet.
They offer huge breakfasts at very low
prices but are bestknown for theirlentilberry sandwiches, chicken souvlaki,
hummus andbabaganoush.
I don't know about you but every
once in a while I have the urge for a lean
cornedbeef sandwichfrom akosher deli.
That' s noproblem up herebecause we've
got Mastman'sKosher Delicatessen on
Hertel Avenue. They proudly boast that
they have thebestcornedbeef inBuffalo.
Howabout pizza? If you li ke typicalNew
York Style pizza with a soft crust then
youhave to stop by I.co'sPizzeriain the
Boulevard Mall. However, if youprefer
Buffalo-stylepizza witha hard crust then
yourbest bet is La Hacienda on Brighton
Road. Ifpizza is not yourstyle, then why
don'tyou try a big fat roast beefsandwich,
curly fries and some custard at Anderson's on Sheridan Drive? Their sand-

wiches are delicious. In addition, you
might want to throw down a few donuts,
so stop by Jet Donuts on Sheridan Drive
and order a dozen or two.
Most people know that I love Chinese foodandafter one long year uphere
I finally found a good place, May-Jen
ChineseFoodonKenmoreAvenue. You
can eat it there or takeit to go, but as the
rap star Hammer says, "It's all good."
When you're done eating at May-Jen's,
then you should go next door to Ben &
Jerry's for the best ice cream in Buffalo
(and theworld). Ifyou've never triedßen
& Jerry's then you're missing out, trust Amy 'sPlace on MainSt. hasgreat pancakes
me.
ican Sports Bar and Grill located in the many of thewonderful sights such as the
All right, that's enough already about Ramadalnn.
numerous ships and the majestic lightfood. By this time you're probably wonIf you really want to journey into house. Alisa Lukasiewicz gave me the
dering where you can party in this town. downtownBuffalo, then you shouldmake following advice, "You'vegot to go down
The simple truthis thatBuffalo has more ityourbusiness to patronize Jim Kelly's to The Hatch (a popular concessionstand
bars per square milethan any other city Network and Garcia's. Both of these along the waterfront) and try theirStrawin America. It seems that onjust about places are always hopping on theweekberry Cheesecake Ice Cream."
AnotherBuffal ostrong point is their
every street corner there's a bar. Let's ends (except, of course, when the Bills
start out with theMainStreet strip, which lose in theSuper Bowl). Howabout ifyou sports program. By now you shouldhave
is the preferred location for most of the just want tostay near theNorth Campus? realized that this town lives and diesfor
undergrads at ÜB. You can choose It's not a problem because you can stop the Buffalo Bills. Sara Dodman put it
betweengoingto3rdßase, P.J. Bottom's, into Jack's Place (across from the best whenshe said "Your stay inBuffalo
Molly's, The Steer, or Mickey Rats. All Marriott), TheOut ofToonSaloonlocat- is not complete without a trip to Rich
ofthese taverns are a stone's throw away ed in theMacaroni Company, T.G.I.F.'s Stadium to experience a Bills game."
from the South Campus, but if you go in the Boulevard Mall or even The However, thisis not justa football town.
further down Main Street you will find Raintree inTonawanda.
The Aud, justa few subway stops away,
theStuffed Mushroom, theCentralPark
Buffalo hasmuch more to offerthan is the home ofthe exciting hockey team
justbars and restaurants. Ithas a number known as theBuffaloSabres. In addition,
of cultural highlights that are quite imThe Aud is the home of a roller hockey
pressive. The AlbrightKnox Art Gallery team, The Stampede, and indoor soccer
in Delaware Park has received internateam, The Blizzard and the two-time
tional praise in recent years. Their colindoorlacrosse champions, TheBandits.
lection boasts the works of Van Gogh, Let's not forget baseball. The Buffalo
Monet and many others. This is definiteBisons are now the AAA affiliateof the
ly one ofBuffalo's best kept secrets. In Cleveland Indiansand play at beautiful
addition, the Buffalo Zoological GarPilot Field. All of thesesports programs
dens are also located in Delaware Park. provide a great dealofexcitementfor this
This is a top quality zoo thatalso offers town.
student discounts. Aaron Pierce, one of
Buffalo has a large number of golf
our fellow students, gave me thefollowcourses including the nearby Grover
Grill(CPG's) and theNew PinkFlamining words of wisdom, "Don't miss the Cleveland course which is next to the
goAnotherBuffalo hotspot is the area prairie dogs." I sure won't. In addition, South Campus. The word on the streets
surrounding theintersection ofDelaware there is also a fabuhpus Natural History is that it is a decent course that is also
and AllenStreets. It is there where you Museum located in Delaware Park that affordable. Ifyoudon't like golfing, then
why not try simulatedrock climbing at
willfind happening places suchas Coulter certainly merits an afternoon visit.
Howabout
music?
The
locatLumber
Aud,
City Rock Gym on Niagara Falls
Bay, Babaloo' s, Mother' s, TheBrick Bar,
Buffalo,
downtown
all
of
the
Boulevard
The Old Pink Flamingo, The Locker ed in
in Tonawanda. It seems
gets
hottest
concerts.
Last
year, megastars they'vegot somethingfor everyone here.
Room and Gabriel's Gate. If these bars
don't do it for you, then I suggest you such as Bryan Adams, GarthBrooks and In addition, Letchworth State Park in
check out the strip on Elmwood Avenue Rush stopped by to put on great shows. Mount Morris, New Yorkis less than an
near Buffalo State College. There are a However, if it's classical music that you hourandahalfawaybycar. This breathnumberof popular taverns in this part of desire then I suggest that you stop by taking park has great hiking trails and
town such as Goodbar's, Cole's, No Kleinhan's Music Hall in downtown beautiful waterfalls. If this is not your
Name'sandToon's. What about ifyou're Buffalo, the home of the Buffalo cup of tea then maybe you shouldtake a
drive to nearby Niagara Falls, play some
justlooking for a nice sports bar to hang Philarmonic Orchestra. In addition, Bufout in and watch a ball game? Then I falo's Theater District seems to get bigminiature golf at Putt-Putt on Sheridan
suggest you take a drive over to Transit gerandbetter every year. Fellow student Drive or bowl a game at Sheridan Lanes,
Roadand spend an eveningat theAmer- Carolyn Pratt put it best when she said, also on SheridanDrive.
"Buffalohas a lot to offer ifyou look for
Another strong point thatBuffalo
it. The artisticand theatrical community has to offeris its high-quality malls. The
is quite strong."
Boulevard Mall on Niagara FallsBouleDowntownßuffalo is alsothehome vardhas approximately 100stores and a
of the ErieBasin Marina. The Marina is newly-opened food court. The Eastern
located in the city's waterfrontarea and Hills Mall on Transit Road is a much
admissionis free. Take a pleasant afterlarger version of the Boulevard Mall.
noon walk around the Marina and enjoy
See GUIDEpage JO

The simple truth is
thatBuffalo has
more bars per
square mile than
any other city in
America.

The CentralPark Grill on MainSt. is a popular law student hang out.

The StuffedMushroom on Main St. has great beer.
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by John Gasper, PhotoEditor
This week's question is. ..

What issues should the SBAaddress?

Kevin Barry, 2L
"The SBA should lower
the $50 activity fee they
charge each student."

FEATURES
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Group Spotlight:

Entertainment and Sports Law Society back in business

by JosephBroadbenl, NewsEditor
After a three-year absence, the
Buffalo Entertainment and Sports
Law Society has returned to active
duty in thelaw school, accordingto
the group's newly-elected president, second-year law student Andrew Freedman.
Freedmanwas "happyand surprised" with the turnout of 35 students for the first informational
meeting held Sept. 1. He said this
demonstrates the strong student
interest in the area of sports and
entertainment law, a field traditionally neglected in the law
school'scurriculum.
Freedman stated that the
group's main goal is to petition the
administrationfor a seminaror class
related to the field of sports and
entertainment law. Other goals of
the group are to provide students

Guide,
"Let's try to keep
O 'Brian Hall exclusively
dedicated to Law Studies, especially the library. "

rhotnyJifaspe^
Andrew Freedman, president
to electing Freedman as president,

Jim Mackenzie was elected vice
president, Lynn Wolfgang was
elected treasurer, and Mike Ganon
was elected secretary. Students
interested in the group can contact
Freedman through his mailbox

(#B6).

continuedfrom pagenine

However, the granddaddy of themall
is the Galleria Mall in Cheektowaga.
Simply put, this mall has it all. The
Galleria has a gigantic movie theater, tons of places to eat and all of
the most popular stores. It's a great
way to spend the day.
Finally, an article aboutBuffalo is not complete until you talk

Jennifer Scalisi, 2L

with information regarding thechanging issues in entertainment law, to
eventually provide a journal for interestedstudents and to develop job
leads for students interested in the
field.
Among some of the topics the
group plans to address are cable law,
visual arts law, music law, and trademark infringement. The Society is in
theprocessoflining upspeakerssuch
as Mike Gentile, who is the current
attorney for the UBAthletic Association.
Currently, Freedman added,
there is no faculty member who is
actively involved in the field, aproblem that he hopes will be remedied.
The club would like to see a class or
seminar as part of the law school's
new curriculum.
On Sept. 8, the Society held
electionsfor itsofficers. In addition

aboutskiing. I'msureyou'veheard
that Buffalo has been known to get
some snow from time to time. That

means onething-great skiing. Many
Buffalonians flock to nearbyKissing
Bridge and Holiday Valley ski centers to hit the slopes. There is even
an organization on campus known as
the Schussmeisters skiclub thatprovidesbus transportationand very low
rates for its members. Fellow student AlexBernstein put it best when
he said, "It's thebest skiing deal that
you'll ever get." Now that must be
good.

Well, I hope this guide to the
ofBuffalo
will help make your
city
three-year stay at UB Law School a
more pleasant experience.
You mast remember the golden
rule about law school: an unhappy
student will surely be unsuccessful
in his academic career. Therefore,
be adventurous, experiment and try
something new. See what this city
has to offer. Who knows? You just
might like it.

\

Liz Goldberg, 2L
" The SBA should encourage a broader
curriculum, such as more
clinics, more oral advocacy classes, and more
practical and specialized
private sector lawclass-

C
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ATTENTION
FIRST - YEAR

students

REGISTER FOR BAR/BRI WITH

David Koepsell,4L
"SBA should address
standardization of joint
degree programs. As
they stand now we 're lost
at sea in a virtual
adhocracy."

NO $ DOWN
AND RECEIVE:

*

THE BAR/BRI riRST-VEAR REVIEW BOOK CONTAINING OUTLINES &
HtACTICE QUESTIONS ANI) ANSWERS FOR ALL-FIRST YEAR SUBJECTS

+

*

Leslie Piatt, 1L

ACCESS TO ALL FIRST-YEAR REVIEW LECTURES.
ARTHUR MILLER'S CIVIL PROCEDURE LECTURE

+

"SBA should work to
improve lighting in the
library andto extend
library hours."

*

HIE "LOCKED IN" CURRENT DISCOUNTED TUITION

+

*

THE KNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE ENROLLED IN THE NATION'S
LARGEST AND MOST PERSONALIZED BAR REVIEW COURSE

,
%,

PLEASE NOTE:

MpbD

Until next time.

..

INCLUDING

TO PRESERVE THE "LOCKED IN" DISCOUNTED TUITION, YOU MUST
PAY A $75 REGISTRATION FEE TOWARD YOUR BAR REVIEW COURSE
BY JULY 15 AFTER YOUR FIRST YEAR OF LAW SCHOOL.

_

JM

$W*^

-T
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Th c Docket
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER2O

Liberties Union. Sponsored by The Federalist

MONDAY. OCTOBER 3

Society.
2:00-

12:00-2:00pm

4:00CareerPanel: An informational presentation
on careers in public practice settings. Speakers
include Brian Mahoney (Erie County D.A. 's Office) andRobert Elardo (Volunteer LawyersProject).
3:30MandatoryMeeting: The Prison Task Force Room 106. First years are encouraged to atwill have a mandatorymeeting for all members in tend. Sponsoredby CDO and Buffalo Law Alumni
GOLD group.
room 106.
Informational Meeting: Medical-Legal Society will hold an informational meetingand elections in room 106. All are welcome.

Teleconference: A nationally broadcast teleconference concerning the futureof public interest
law; "Forging a New Vision of Justice". Speakers
include Harold Koh (Lawyer for the Haitian Refugees) and Marian Wright Edelman (Children's
Defense Fund). Following the teleconference there
will be a live panel discussion involving local
attorneys active in public interest law. Viewing
location: Spaulding, room 252. Sponsoredby the
9:00WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER2I
SBA BASH: Meet at the Central Park Grill. University at Buffalo School of Law.
Get there early!! FEATURING: The Blackcat
4:003:30CareerPanel: An informational presentation Blues Band. FREE ADMISSION w/ ID. FREE
Initiation Ceremony: Newmembers ofP.AD.
on careers in private practice settings. Speakers BEER!!!!!!!!!!!
be initiated in an unknown location.
will
include Colleen Doyle (Brown & Kelly) and EdSUNDAY.SEPTEMBER2S
ward Jozwiak (Benderson Development, Inc.).
UPCOMINGEVENTS:
Room 106. First years are encouraged to at6:oopm-9:oopm
tend. Sponsoredby CDO and Buffalo Law Alumni
OCT6:
Law School Gym Night: Everybody is enGOLD group.
-CDO Program: "The Hiring Year"
come
on
down
the
couraged to
to
Alumni Arena
Triple Gym and have a great time. Volleyball and
4:00OCT 11:
Mandatory Meeting: Mandatory writer's Basketball will be options for the night. We have
Desmond Letters of Intent Due
meeting in the Opinion Office, room 724. All the gym to ourselves, and its FREE! !!
writers must attend.
OCT 14:
MONDAY.SEPTEMBER26
Desmond Briefs Due
6:30March for theAnimals: Marchers will meet
Rush Week: Phi Alpha Delta Rush Week
OCT 22:
at Diefendorf Lot. The march is to protest cruelty begins todayand runs through the 28th. Sign up on
Convocation on New York's Domestic
to animals in our society. Sponsored in part by the first floor. All are welcome to join.
Violence Law
S.O.LA.R.
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER2B
7:30Argument Outlines Due: For those of you
Lecture: The march above will be followed
by a lecture in 149Diefendorf Hall. Guestspeakers competingin the Desmond Moot Court Competiwill be Betsy Todd, RN, MPH and Bill Dollinger, tion, make sure you get your outlines in today.
an investigator for Friends of Animals. Sponsored Check your info, sheets for the specific time deadline.
inpartbyS.O.L.A.R.

-

Attention
all law groups!
Advertise your

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER22

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER3O

3:30First Amendment Debate: A debate on the
free-speechrights ofanti-abortion protestors. All
are welcome. Room 109. Guest speakers will be
Professor Lucinda Finley, attorney for the ProChoice Network ofWNV and David Jay, member
of the Board of Directors for the New York Civil

Jessup Memorials Due: For those of you
competing in the Jessup Moot Court Competition,
your memorials are due. Five to eight pages of
riveting international law will be expected. Check
your competition packet for the specific time dead-

SBA Board ofDirectors
Election
to be held
Wednesday andThursday,
Sept. 21 & 22.

The Opinion

Voting booths at the law

Thursday, Sept. 22

library
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A Candidates'Forum
is scheduledfor Today
at 3:30 p.m. in room 109.

organizational
meetings on
TheDocket page
and tell us about your

upcoming events!

line.

Writers' Meetings:
either
Tomorrow, Sept. 21
or

at 3:30 p.m.
in The Opinion office.
DRUNK

Attendance at one of these
days is mandatory.

DRMnWeSN'TJUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

Andrea Harris, kitted August 20, ttmi ut &Wpm un Rl Cdmitto Rati, Atumiderv, Catyhfnia.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whateverit lakes to stop him.
Bet-awe if he kills innocent people, how will you live wild yourself?

S5!

*,

I

Liz, we get grumpy when we're hungry!
ThanksBen! We like you

Sue, At least it's not H:.W -Z
TaFrnid,yan<mrbig -o: wmchtugraeiui

ThanksLesaandUsa!

~„„„„, ril he home for breakfast! I loveyou.

Canyou believethai blatheringfool'/Mush ado about nothing...

Another good issue "Z"; way to go! Thanh for everything.

Personals are FREE!!! Place yourpersonals in box* lOandwe
mightprint it.

A very special thank you to PeterBeadle for slaying up really, really
late lo make sure our newprinter worked It did!

- -ice-

foe, ewrvdoghaxhistiavf Hid he, vim know, on thecouch?
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THEQPINION

September 20,1994

WE'RE NOT THE BEST

I

BECAUSE WE'RE THE

WE'RE THE BIGGEST
BECAUSE WE'RE THE

BAR REVIEW
800-472-8899

1994 BAR/BRI

